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Introduction

Building the Perfect Warrior
Min/maxing gets a bad rap. Sure, there’s little role-playing involved in stat-monsters, and not a lot of background to create an immersive gaming experience. But in
every gamer lurks the secret munchkin, wanting – even
craving – a bad-ass character able to survive nearly any
threat, overcome any trap, and kick the living crap out of
anyone or anything getting in the way. This is where the
Power Gamer’s 3.5 Strategy Guides come into play.
The Warrior Strategy Guide gives you all the strategy
and advice you need to play a combat character, whether
you sling arrows or swing a sword. While most of this
book covers fighters, barbarians, monks, rangers and paladins, there is sure to be useful information in this guide
for any other character. Rogues, clerics and even druids
can become combat monsters with multiclassing or the
right selection of skills and feats. Likewise, war wizards
can benefit from the information by studying the
strengths and weaknesses of their enemy. In short, there’s
something for everyone.

Where’s the New Stuff?
The Power Gamer’s Strategy Guide’s primary purpose is
to make sure you can use it. Instead of loading this book
with questionable prestige classes, sketchy feats, and yet
another way to use the Profession skill, we’ve torn apart
the mechanics of the 3.5 game, looked at them, and
slapped them back together. With just the 3.5 core
mechanics, this book gives you everything you need to
roll up the character of your dreams. Moreover, because
everything is straight out of the three core books, no one
can stop you from using it. Period. It’s 100% official.

How Do I Use this Book?
You use this book the same way a football coach uses a
playbook, the same way a video game champion uses his
cheat codes, and the same way an auto mechanic uses his
repair manual. This book gives you the strategies and
techniques you need for winning 3.5 combats. If you’re
rolling up a new character, the chapters on ability scores,
races, and classes will help you get started on the right
foot. If you have an existing character, the chapters on
skills and feats will help you plan his progression. No

matter where you are in your campaign, the chapter on
equipment will always be useful. And then there’s the
gold mine: Chapter 7, Combat. This chapter is all about
how to kick monster ass in the most efficient manner
possible. Like we said, it’s a playbook, cheat code, and
repair manual all wrapped into one handy guide for winning every combat you ever step into.

Listen Up! They’re Called
Archetypes
Instead of spending all of our time on specific classes, we
use archetypes. What’s an archetype? An archetype is a
prototype, a kind of model everything else is based on. In
this book, an archetype represents a particular style of
warrior: archer, cavalry or tank. With the right feat and
class choices, you can build a warrior modeled after any
one of the archetypes. On the other hand, it’s not necessary to use one of these types – there’s plenty of info in
this book to keep it useful no matter how you handle it.
Nonetheless, the archetypes are handy for organization
and thematic choices, perhaps opening a door to a combo
or feature you hadn’t though of before. Figure out what
kind of warrior you want to play, and see if one of the
archetypes matches. If so, you won’t be disappointed.

HIDE THIS BOOK!
While everything in this guide is legit – it comes straight out of the core
rulebooks – you don’t want your DM to read it. Just think, all these useful tips and suggestions in the hands of the guy who runs the monsters!
Shudder. Keep this one tucked away or you’ll regret it.

Archer
The archer’s the guy in the movies that makes the impossible shot. Specializing in ranged attacks, most archers
employ some sort of bow, but this could include anyone
who makes more ranged attacks than melee attacks.
Archers are typically fighters or rangers.
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Other Products from Goodman Games
Goodman Games publishes a wide variety of high quality games. For more information, please visit our web site at www.goodman-games.com, or
write to Goodman Games, 672 Woodland Ave. SE, Atlanta, GA 30316.

The Wanderers Guild
Beautifully illustrated monster manuals designed with a
spirit of adventure.

Monsters of the Endless Dark
GMG4000, $18.00
Nominated in 2003 Gen Con ENnie
Awards:
Best Graphic Design
Best Monster Supplement

Monsters of the Boundless Blue
GMG4001, $18.00

Dungeon Crawl Classics
New adventure modules with a classic feel. Retro design and
art, with a back-to-basics approach to the adventure.

Dungeon Crawl Classics #3:
The Mysterious Tower
GMG5002, $10.99

Dungeon Crawl Classics #4: Bloody
Jack’s Gold
GMG5003, $10.99

The Complete Guide

Adventure Guides

Monster sourcebooks covering everything from culture to
combat – including guidelines for PC play of the creatures.

World-neutral sourcebooks for playing unusual kinds of
adventures, designed to be used in ongoing campaigns.

Complete Guide to Liches
GMG3003, $13.00

Complete Guide to Beholders
GMG3004, $22.00

Underdark Adventure Guide
GMG2003, $28.00

Aerial Adventure Guide
GMG2004, $27.99

Also available:
Complete Guide to Wererats
GMG3001, $11.00

Complete Guide to Treants
GMG3003, $13.00

Complete Guide to Doppelgangers
GMG3000, $11.00

Complete Guide to Drow
GMG3006, $13.00
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Other Titles
From magazines to martial arts, from dinosaurs to drow,
Goodman Games has got it!
DM Campaign Tracker
GMG9700, $4.99

Morningstar Campaign Setting
GMG4100, $30.00

Beyond Monks:
the Art of the Fight
GMG4300, $20.00

EN World Player’s Journal
GMG9004, $5.00

